Inaugural Conference of ELINAS: Erlangen Center for Literature and Natural Sciences

Physics and Literature: Theory – Popularization – Aestheticization

at the Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen 29.05 – 01.06.2014
Conference center: Orangerie Erlangen (Schlossgarten 1, 91054 Erlangen)

Overview on registration, directions and accommodations

Registration:
Please register via e-mail to Aura Heydenreich (aura.heydenreich@fau.de) until the 23.05.2014. There is no conference fee.

Directions:
The conference center is at Orangerie Erlangen – Schlossgarten 1, 91054 Erlangen. (http://osm.rrze.fau.de/map-ol-osm?zoom=18&lat=49.59837&lon=11.00532&layers=B000TT)

For our international guests: The easiest way to get to Erlangen is via train. You may want to consult the respective connections from your airport via the homepage of Deutsche Bahn (http://www.bahn.de). Since the convention center is very close (about 5 minutes on foot) to Erlangen station, there is no need for further transportation.

Accommodation:
We have booked accommodation in the following hotels. You can get to the convention center from each hotel in about five to ten minutes on foot.

• „A.B. Hotel”
• „Rokokohaus”
• „Zeitwohnhaus”